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VALUE MOPS
Traditional quality
When reasonable quality and price for a mop are required for 
a value-conscious budget. We just can’t make a bad wet mop.

classic mops
For decades, we have been manufacturing and selling our Ohio and 
Wonder 100% cotton mops. Ohio mops have a special bolt and nut 
connector, and the Wonder has a headband that is sewn together for 
quick attachment to a Jaws-style, wide-band handle connector.

ecoloop™
The Ecoloop is an economically priced, coloured, looped-
end mop, ideal for contractors, grocery stores and 
convenience stores. The cotton-synthetic blended yarn 
has a good balance between absorbency and fast liquid 
release. Note: Available in narrow-band only.

description sm md lg xl pack

narrow band 2821 2822 2823 2824 10

description 450 g 550 g 650 g 850 g pack

Ohio 1316 1320 1324 1332 10

Wonder 1916 1920 1924 1932

Ohio Wonder 

Note: Use a Jaws handle.

These classic cotton mops are cut-end.
60 x 11⁄₈ [in] item pack

Ohio handle 1360 10

Looped-end construction and sewn tailband are 
features normally found on our Signature and Core 
mops. This product offers good value. 
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Fan-foot mops with a tailband help spread 
cleaning solution evenly over the floor and 
eliminate tangles.O
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Cotton and rayon
VALUE MOPS

Sometimes a traditional mop just fits the bill. Our economy-priced cotton and 
rayon wet mops are available in narrow and wide band construction. These mops 
are considered semi-disposable and should not be laundered.

size cotton rayon
rayon  

no bag
pack

350 g 1612 4012 14012

10

450 g 1616 4016 14016

550 g 1620 4020 14020

650 g 1624 4024 14024

850 g 1632 4032 14032

[1 ] cut-end narrow band

colour 450 g 550 g 650 g pack

green 50016 50020 50024
10

blue 54016 54020 54024

[2] cut-end [nb] rayon colour

The rayon mop is 
available in coloured 

yarn when appearance  
is important.

size cotton rayon pack

350 g 41612 4112

10

450 g 41616 4116

550 g 41620 4120

650 g 41624 4124

850 g 41632 4132

[4] fan-foot wide band
size cotton rayon pack

450 g 44516 44216

10550 g 44520 44220

650 g 44524 44224

850 g 44532 44232

[3] fan-foot narrow band

choose cotton when
■  You can spend the time and 

effort to break in a new cotton 
mop properly by soaking 
overnight.

■  You want the floor to dry quickly 
and be put back in service with 
minimal delay.

choose rayon when
■  You want economy and don't 

want the hassle of breaking in a 
new mop.

■  You have time for a wet floor  
to dry without causing a slip 
hazard during the process.

cotton

cotton

size cotton rayon pack

350 g 4512 4212

10

450 g 4516 4216

550 g 4520 4220

650 g 4524 4224

850 g 4532 4232

[1 ] cut-end wide band
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